MCA and JMA Deliver Wireless Connectivity

Enhancing Guest Experiences with Distributed Antenna Systems

JMA Wireless, a global leader of wireless communications solutions, announced today the installation of its
TEKO DAS (Distributed Antenna System) at the Osage Casino and Hotel complex in Tulsa, Oklahoma by its
partner, leading system integrator Mobile Communications America (MCA). The JMA Wireless TEKO DAS
delivers robust, reliable cellular coverage and capacity throughout the entire venue capable of supporting
multiple network operators and frequency bands.

JMA’s TEKO platform was chosen because it is a proven,
award-winning solution with quality that is second-to-none.
The team at JMA Wireless helped support MCA through
every phase of the project, providing design support,
state-of-the-art technology, and constant availability during
the construction process. The close partnership between
JMA and MCA resulted in a very satisfied customer.
MCA deployed the JMA Wireless TEKO DAS solution in just
fourteen weeks, phased across the newly constructed
events center. The biggest challenge involved installing the
DAS into a venue that was still under construction, as well
as meeting the goal of being on-air for the Grand Opening.
The installation was spread out over time to allow the facility
General Contractor to construct just ahead of where MCA
needed to install the JMA equipment.

“We are confident our choice of the
JMA/TEKO solution and MCA as the
integrator provides our guests with
outstanding cellular coverage.”

Joe Roybal

Chief Information Officer
Osage Casino and Hotel
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MCA DAS Solutions
The executives at MCA stressed that the entire team made the project a success, including the
executives and staff at Osage Casino, who removed every roadblock that might have kept the
project from being on time and at budget.

“The Osage Casino project is another effective example of how one of many MCA
financial models accomplished the customer’s goal... Osage Casino and JMA
Wireless were exemplary partners in this venture, and together we worked to
accomplish a very successful project.”

Rick Youngbar

Vice President | MCA

About JMA Wireless
JMA Wireless designs and builds next generation in-building and outdoor mobile wireless
systems, delivering the industry’s most powerful technologies that enable LTE, 5G, and CBRS
services on mobile operator networks worldwide. JMA Wireless’ XRAN™ leads the industry
with the only 100 percent virtualized RAN platform, combined with its TEKO™, NWAV, and RF
distribution technologies. JMA Wireless is a US-based company with manufacturing, R&D,
and sales operations in over 20 locations worldwide.
All trademarks identified by ® or ™ are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

About Mobile Communications America
MCA is a premier integrator of in-building and wide-area wireless solutions — supplying
best-in-class design, implementation, project management, and maintenance services. MCA
utilizes Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS), Bi-Directional Amplifers (BDA), fiber-fed repeaters,
Wi-Fi, and multi- and single-operator systems in both public and private venues. Our high
level of expertise in development and deployment enables them to create customized,
future-proof solutions that satisfy clients wireless coverage and capacity needs. Our neutral
approach to developing innovative, multi-operator DAS networks is utilized within corporate
campuses, hospitals, universities, airports, and malls across the USA.

Why Partner with MCA?
• Over 30 Years Experience in Communications
• Quality Devices from Top Manufacturing Partners
• Rapid Deployment of Connectivity Solutions
• Fast, Secure, and Reliable Network Performance
• Customized Engineering Services

CONTACT US TO ENGINEER YOUR CELLULAR ENHANCEMENT SOLUTIONS TODAY
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